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By Robert Phillips

Texas Review Press, United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. A number of the pieces in Ice House Sketches originally were cast as poems. However,
ultimately I thought the subject matter and mood more appropriate for prose. I hope some of the
poetry still shows through. I call them sketches--like the little sketches Hemingway interspersed
between his fully developed short stories in his collected volume. They have no beginning, middle, or
end, and no conflict or resolution. They simply are. These are pieces of fiction. Characters, places,
and incidents are either products of the author s imagination or are used fictitiously. Any reference
to actual persons, living or dead, events or locales, is entirely coincidental. --Robert Phillips THE
POET (Again) The Poet hands a white bar napkin to Slugger. The words as usual are in black felt tip
pen: A poem about how glad We are you re back. You look fine, finer than Carolina in the morning,
brighter than that Carolina sun. Keep smiling, keep slugging, Slugger.
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The very best book i actually study. It is actually writter in easy terms and never hard to understand. Your daily life period will probably be enhance when
you total looking over this publication.
-- Edna  Rolfson-- Edna  Rolfson

It is really an remarkable ebook that we actually have ever read through. I actually have study and i also am confident that i am going to gonna study once
more yet again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ewell Rem pel-- Ewell Rem pel
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